
NEW YORK BOMBING: AN ACT OF TERRORISM?

MANHATTAN: Suspected terror attacks have lead to explosions and fire 
round the city in the past hour. Investigations are ongoing at Trump 
Tower, Times Square, and the Empire State Building. More than 12 people 
have allegedly been taken to the hospital. Two male, aged 22 and 27, 
have been arrested, and the FBI will investigate the extent of their 
knowledge and participation. Videos place both men near the Trump 
Tower location prior to the explosions.

At 725 5th Ave., investigators found an undetonated explosive device. 
The FBI explained that it was not detonated because of a loose wire on 
the right side. It’s unclear at this time if similar devices were used in the 
other buildings.

The attacks seem to be focussed in the Midtown Manhattan area. Mayor 
De Blasio addresses the press: "We have to be ever vigilant. All signs 
point to the act of a terrorist in planting bombs at three of the City's 
landmarks. We are lucky that nobody has been killed, but we pray for the 
12 people who are hurt, two of them in critical condition, and their 
families."

At the Empire State Building, the undetonated device was found in a 
men's bathroom across from a copy room on the 59th floor, according to 
office workers. The device was planted at peak rush hour time in one of 
the city’s busiest neighborhoods. 

In Times Square, smoke could reportedly be seen coming from the 
ground floor of Walgreens. Bystanders reported a “huge fireball.” 
President Donald Trump confirmed reports of the attack on his Twitter.

 
Trump Tower, at 725 5th Ave, has heightened security, at a cost of more 
than $1 million a day to the city, according to a previous report in the 
New York Daily News. "Inaccurate and unconfirmed," a spokesman for De 
Blasio has said in the past. The NYPD have set up barricades at 56th 
street and 5th avenue. 

According to the NYPD Bomb Squad, the majority of the threats are for 
bombs supposedly placed in Midtown Manhattan, with the Empire State 
Building as a main target, but also the Statue of Liberty. These records do 
not include the city's airports, specifically JFK, where false alarms 
concerning bombs are reported at the rate of about 10 per month.

New Yorkers are advised to avoid midtown. According to an NYPD 
spokesperson, subways in Manhattan are temporarily but are running as 
expected in other boroughs. 
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Audio Clip of Mayor Bil De Blasio Press Conference

“All signs point to the act of a terrorist in planting bombs at 
three of the City's landmarks.”- De Blasio

Floorplan of 350 Fifth Avenue - Courtesy Empire State Realty Trust
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• Fires and undetonated explosives in suspected terror attacks in Midtown Manhattan
• Areas affected are Trump Tower at fifth avenue, Empire State Building, and Times Square
• Two main suspects detained by the FBI
• 12 injured
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New York city is no stranger to terrorist attacks. Since 9/11, despite 
heightened security, the city has seen an increase in bomb threats in 
Midtown and at JFK and La Guardia airports, where false alarms 
concerning bombs are reported at the rate of about 10 per month.

For further information, or to report suspicious activity related to this event, 
please call the NYC Terrorism Hotline at 1 (800)-NYC-SAFE.
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HIGHLIGHTS

Crude Drawing of device at the Empire State Building- Courtesy of the FBI
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